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Dear friend,
 
Welcome to our final newsletter for 2021. Our next newsletter will be in February 2022.
We wish you and your families a safe and happy holiday season, and look forward to seeing you in the New Year. 
 

 

A message from your President
 
As we slip into the final month of 2021, it's good to reflect on the year and the ESA's achievements. Despite
lockdowns and restrictions, we have hosted both online and in-person events including "Women in
Leadership" for International Women's Day, Prof. Ross Garnaut on resetting the Australian economy and a
look at the Circular Economy. We'll be finishing the year with a "Nobel Night", to understand real life
experiments in economics, as well as a look at climate action from an economics perspective, from the
Women in Economics Network.

 
We've also joined with ESA's Central Council, the Australian Business Economists, ABARES, and the Blueprint Institute to talk about a wide range
of topics including Covid and the economy (of course!), Indigenous inclusion, the Australian tax system and US Monetary Policy, among other
things. The Australian Conference of Economists was a particular highlight, held online over three days, with a fascinating range of speakers - I
think the research topics get more varied and interesting each year.
 
With fingers and toes crossed for 2022, we are looking forward to bringing you a great range of speakers at in-person and hybrid events, as well as
returning our Cost Benefit Analysis Workshop, the Emerging Economist Speaker series, Policy in the Pub, and the YEN Trivia Night - a firm
favourite for economists young and not so young.
 
If you have any suggestions for events you'd like to see next year, or any general comments about how the ESA (NSW) can better serve you,
please email me at president@esansw.org.au
 
Wishing all our members a wonderful holiday season and a happy and healthy 2022.
Nicki Hutley
President
ESA NSW Branch
 
Please note that the office will be staffed intermittently through the holiday season, so the response time to any enquiry may be a little slower than
usual.

News  

Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC) seeking researchers

The Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC) is launching a new website where researchers in Australia can find research data tools,
resources, best-practice, news and events in one central hub. 

To help us better understand researchers’ needs, we’re looking for 14 researchers across disciplines and career stages to join our website user
experience (UX) cohort.

• one-hour interview, virtual or in person depending on your location

• possibility of prototype testing

• $100 Woolworths Wish gift card provided for the selected participants

• great opportunity to skill up on your science communication by working with a professional web development team. 

Register your interest now: https://digital8-review.typeform.com/to/dVo1RlDM 

ACE2022 Hold the Date
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It is our pleasure to invite you to the Australian Conference of Economists (ACE) 2022 to be held from 10 to 13 July 2022 in Hobart, Tasmania as
an in-person event.  

Our theme, Economics in the New Normal, will seek to address the challenges that a post-pandemic world faces, and we look forward to
receiving your submissions for presentation at the conference. Keynote speakers will be announced soon, and the Call for Abstracts will open in
December.

Please diarise July 2022 for a visit to Tasmania, to join with your peers for a memorable event after these last few years of face-to-face
conference hiatus. We look forward to welcoming you to Hobart in July 2022.

Paul Blacklow, 
Convenor of ACE 2022, on behalf of the ACE 2022 Organising Committee

Top Economists see no prolonged high inflation, no rate hike next year (Q1)

Despite appearances – especially in the United States – the era of high inflation isn’t set for a comeback in the view of Australia’s leading
economists, and most see no need for the Reserve Bank to lift interest rates next year.

In the US, figures released last week showed the consumer price index surged 6.2% in the year to October, the most since 1990. So-called
“core” inflation (which excludes volatile prices) climbed 4.6%, also the most for 30 years.

US underlying inflation

US consumer price index for all urban consumers, all items less food and energy, city average. US Bureau of Labor Statistics, St
Louis Fed

Former US treasury secretary Larry Summers is talking about a jump to 11% as over-heating becomes entrenched, necessitating rate hikes in the
United States, Britain and Australia.

But the 55 leading Australian economists surveyed by the Economic Society of Australia and The Conversation this week aren’t buying it. They
point out that Australia’s underlying inflation rate (while climbing) is much lower, at 2.1%.

US and Australian underlying inflation

https://ace2022.org.au/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=rocU
https://www.afr.com/world/north-america/containing-inflation-will-be-difficult-larry-summers-20211111-p597zk


Australian Bureau of Statistics, US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Whereas in the US wages climbed 4.6% in the year to September, in Australia they climbed 1.7% in the year to June, an official figure that will be
updated with readings from the September quarter on Wednesday.

32 of the 55 top economists surveyed by the Economic Society of Australia rejected the proposition that the current combination of Australian
fiscal and monetary policy posed “a serious risk of prolonged above-target inflation”.

Only 12 supported it. When weighted by the confidence of respondents expressed on a scale of 1-10, backing for the proposition shrank from
22% to 20%.

Independent economists Nicki Hutley and Saul Eslake said fiscal policy (government spending) was set to tighten as COVID spending programs
expired, making projected high inflation unlikely.

Harry Bloch said the prices of Australian services were predominantly determined here, by Australian wage rates, which were held back by the
bargaining strength of unions and government wage setting policies.
Big inflation would require wage inflation
Matthew Butlin, until this year South Australia’s Productivity Commissioner, said prices were rising quickly in asset markets such as those for land
and shares.

“The pressure simply to recover the real value of wages, let alone increase their real value, will be significant,” he said. Australia risked a wage-
price spiral.

Rana Roy foresaw temporary high inflation until high energy prices and supply chain disruptions passed, but “temporary” in the sense that the
hyperinflation in Germany’s Weimar Republic was temporary, lasting from 1921 to 1923.

Suppressing the higher inflation would require deliberate corrective action.
Higher rates, but not yet
Asked when the Reserve Bank would next lift its cash rate to combat inflation, most nominated 2023. Only 15 of the 52 economists who
answered the question expected a hike next year, putting the majority at odds with financial market pricing which backs in several hikes during
2022.

Reserve Bank Governor Philip Lowe said earlier this month he didn’t expect to have to lift the cash rate until 2024, a proposition backed by only
10 of the 52 economists who tackled the question.

Most (33 of the 55) believed the Reserve Bank had managed the economy well during the past five years, effectively used the tools available to it
to achieve its goals of maintaining the stability of the currency, ensuring full employment and furthering the “economic prosperity and welfare of
the people of Australia”.

Only 15 believed the bank had managed things badly.

Source: Economic Society of Australia

Responses from 55 economists to the proposition:
"The current combination of Australian fiscal and monetary policy poses a serious risk of prolonged above-target inflation"

Raw % Weighted by confidence

Agree (12)Agree (12)
22%22%

Uncertain (11)Uncertain (11)
20%20% Disagree (32)Disagree (32)

58%58%

Source: Economic Society of Australia

Responses from 52 economists to the question:
When do you expect the Reserve Bank of Australia to next lift its cash rate?

2022 (15)2022 (15)
29%29%

2023 (27)2023 (27)
52%52%

2024 (10)2024 (10)
19%19%

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/price-indexes-and-inflation/consumer-price-index-australia/latest-release
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/eci.pdf
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/price-indexes-and-inflation/wage-price-index-australia/latest-release


Fabrizio Carmignani said it could be argued the bank had kept its cash rate too low for too long and also argued that it had failed to get inflation
up to its target band, two apparently contradictory positions.

Paul Frijters said that by targeting the underlying inflation rate as calculated by the Bureau of Statistics, which excludes much of housing, the
bank had “cooked the books” to avoid having to increase interest rates.

Read more: What's in the CPI and what does it actually measure?

John Quiggin said the bank should abandon its inflation target of 2-3% and instead target nominal GDP growth, doing whatever was needed to
get the economy to grow at a nominal rate of 6-7%.
No clear case for an inquiry
The economists surveyed were divided about the need for an independent review of the Reserve Bank after next year’s election.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and the International Monetary Fund have backed a review of the kind proposed
by Labor, which would examine the bank’s mandate, board structure, and hiring and communication processes.

Asked about the idea in the survey, former Labor minister Craig Emerson said the bank had consistently undershot the 2% lower bound of its
inflation target, causing unnecessarily high unemployment and low wages growth in part because it had targeted projected rather than actual
inflation, and its projections had fallen short.

In October last year Governor Philip Lowe announced the bank would switch to targeting actual inflation, saying it would not be lifting its cash
rate “until actual inflation is sustainably within the target range”.

Other panellists including Joaquin Vespignani argued that by targeting only measured inflation the bank had created “a bubble in the housing
market which is not consistent with economic prosperity”.
More economists on the RBA board
Panellists including Ken Clements argued there was a case for appointing more board members with the economic expertise needed to
challenge bank officials.

Former OECD official Adrian Blundell-Wignall argued the bank’s structure and goals were the broadly right ones. We should “not try to fix what
isn’t broken”.

James Morley was concerned an independent commission of inquiry might be “highly politicised and lead to unrealistic expectations about what
monetary policy can and should do”.

The Bank of Canada reviewed its performance and frameworks in cooperation with the federal government every five years, a practice that would
work well in Australia.

Peter Martin, Visiting Fellow, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original article.
To view results for Q2, Q3 and Q4 of this poll please refer to our webiste.
 

 
Upcoming Events

Nobel Night

Economics to the people! Learn how the contributions of the 2021 Nobel Laureates in economics can improve policy and lives

The Economic Society of Australia’s New South Wales branch invites you to celebrate the achievements of this year’s winners of the Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel, and to engage with their implications for Australian public policy.  A panel
discussion with a group of expert Australian economists – including one who once shared a lift with one of the winners, one who previously worked

Source: Economic Society of Australia

Responses from 55 economists to the proposition:
The Reserve Bank has, over the past 5 years, effectively used the tools available to it to achieve its goals of "maintaining the stability of the currency, ensuring
full employment and furthering the economic prosperity and welfare of the people of Australia"

Agree (33)Agree (33)
60%60%

Uncertain (7)Uncertain (7)
13%13%

Disagree (15)Disagree (15)
27%27%

Source: Economic Society of Australia

Responses from 55 economists to the proposition:
Following the next Federal election, the incoming Federal Government should commission an independent Review of the Reserve Bank of Australia.

Agree (24)Agree (24)
44%44%

Uncertain (10)Uncertain (10)
18%18%

Disagree (21)Disagree (21)
38%38%

https://theconversation.com/whats-in-the-cpi-and-what-does-it-actually-measure-165162
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/the-world-has-changed-imf-backs-rba-inquiry-20210924-p58uka.html
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-gov-2020-10-15.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-bank-wilkins-idCAKBN25M1U4
https://theconversation.com/profiles/peter-martin-682709
https://theconversation.com/institutions/crawford-school-of-public-policy-australian-national-university-3292
https://theconversation.com/
https://theconversation.com/top-economists-see-no-prolonged-high-inflation-no-rate-hike-next-year-171731
https://esacentral.org.au/polls


with a close colleague of another winner, and one who sits proudly on one winner’s academic family tree – will be followed by audience Q&A.
Economics teachers and students are particularly welcome. 
The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel for 2021 has just been awarded to David Card “for his empirical
contributions to labour economics”, and to Joshua Angrist and Guido Imbens “for their methodological contributions to the analysis of causal
relationships”. What is the importance of these achievements, and why are they relevant for people outside the ivory tower?
Through their work, Card, Angrist, and Imbens have contributed to our understanding of the causes – and our ability to assess proposed solutions
– to core social and economic problems.  Their work led to awareness of the power of “natural experiments”: random events that happen in society
or institutions without the manipulation of researchers. This year’s laureates showed how to exploit natural experiments to get traction on problems
that simply cannot be studied with laboratory-style randomised controlled trials. The toolbox of methods contributed by the 2021 laureates can be
applied to evaluate real-world polices – such as gauging the effects of pandemic policy, minimum wages,  immigration, gender discrimination, or
universal health insurance – in an accessible way that lay audiences can understand.
This award is a fitting follow-up to the 2020 prize awarded to Esther Duflo, Abhijit Banerjee, and Michael Kremer for their work on controlled trials in
developing countries.  Perhaps the best-known work behind this year’s award is Myth and Measurement: The New Economics of the Minimum
Wage (Princeton 1995).

Date and Time:
Wednesday, December 1, 2021
6 PM for 6:30 start
Closing by 7:30 PM 

Location:
Macquarie University City Campus
Room2415 level 24
123 Pitt Street (Angel Place) Wynyard

Attendance is free of charge - no catering is available.

About our Panel

Moderator
Professor Gigi Foster is a Professor with the School of Economics at the University of New South Wales.  Formally
educated at Yale University (BA in Ethics, Politics, and Economics) and the University of Maryland (PhD in Economics),
she works in diverse fields including education, social influence, time use, lab experiments, behavioural economics,
and Australian policy, and publishes in both specialised and cross-disciplinary outlets.  Her innovative teaching was
awarded a 2017 Australian Awards for University Teaching (AAUT) Citation for Outstanding Contributions to Student
Learning.  Named 2019 Young Economist of the Year by the Economic Society of Australia, Professor Foster regularly
serves the profession and engages heavily on economic matters with the Australian community as one of Australia’s
leading economics communicators. Her regular media appearances include co-hosting The Economists, a national
economics talk-radio program and podcast series, with Peter Martin AM on ABC Radio National.
 

Panellists
Andreas Ortmann is a professor of behavioural and experimental economics with the School of Economics at the
University of New South Wales. He received his PhD from Texas A&M University and habilitated at CERGE-EI in
Prague, Czech Republic. He has more than 125 refereed articles and handbook chapters to his name which have been
widely cited (Google Scholar >13,400, h-index of 37). His Kardashian index is less than 0.2 (which he considers good
news). His research interests range from industrial organisation and public economics to methodological issues broadly
construed and the history of economic thought. More details, links to social-media accounts and a wikipedia page, and
testimonials can be found here: https://sites.google.com/site/professorortmann/
 
 
 

Professor Stefanie Schurer (University of Sydney) is Australia’s leading economist of
human development. She has helped advance the construction and use of big data to study
the consequences of Australia's key family, welfare, and medical policies, in particular for
Indigenous children. She is a Visiting Scholar at the University of Chicago, a Research
Fellow at the IZA Bonn and the Secretary of the international Association for Economic
Research of Indigenous Peoples. She is on the editorial board of the European Economic
Review and the Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization. The recipient of numerous
awards, she obtained her postgraduate training in economics at Germany’s progressive
Ruhr Graduate School in Economics and the UK’s University of York. She is the academic
granddaughter of David Card.  https://www.stefanie-schurer.com/
 
 
 

Professor Peter Siminski (UTS) is one of Australia’s leading
applied microeconomists. Much of his research applies modern
impact evaluation techniques to study the causal effects of
Australian government policies and programs on people’s lives.
He has taught impact evaluation methods, applied
microeconometrics and causal inference to undergraduate and
postgraduate students since 2009. He has published in leading
journals such as the Journal of Labor Economics, AEJ: Applied
Economics, and The Review of Economics and Statistics. He is
Associate Editor of the Economic Record and is on the Editorial
Board of the Economics of Education Review.
https://sites.google.com/view/petersiminski
 
 

 
 
 

Climate Action: What do Economists think?

Climate change is arguably one of the most important and complicated economic and public policy challenges facing our generation. As NASA
says, one of the complexities of climate change is that it is a global problem, felt on local scales. 

 
The IPCC 2021 climate change report and the recent UN 26th Conference of the Parties (COP26) has served to intensify the policy debate here in
Australia. In light of this, our National Women in Economics (WEN) committee has gathered together four female thought leaders and expert
researchers to present their research and insights and engage in a panel discussion.

 
Our expert panel will explore the challenges and opportunities of climate change for Australia’s economy. With no one-size-fits-all approach
possible, the panellists’ insights will ensure for a very thought-provoking discussion. Our panel will speak about high level emissions reduction
policies, provide industry-specific insights and discuss the importance of adaption in those sectors most at risk of the impacts of climate change.

 
Details

When: Monday 6 December 2021
 Time: 12:00pm until 1:30pm AEDT (timezone converter)

 Venue: Online via Zoom – register below
 Cost: Free of charge

 
About our Speakers

Alison Reeve
Alison Reeve is the Climate Change and Energy Deputy Program Director at Grattan Institute. She has two decades of experience in climate
change, clean energy policy, and technology, in the private, public, academic, and not-for-profit sectors.

 
Alison was previously the General Manager of Project Delivery at the Australian Renewable Energy Agency and a Visiting Fellow at the Australian
National University. She led development of Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy in 2019, as well as Commonwealth policy for offshore wind,
energy innovation, energy efficiency, and structural adjustment.

 
Alison has a Bachelor of Engineering from the University of Queensland and a Masters of Public Policy with distinction from the Australian National
University.

https://sites.google.com/site/professorortmann/
https://www.stefanie-schurer.com/
https://sites.google.com/view/petersiminski
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html


Dr Marit Kragt

Dr Marit Kragt holds a MSc in Environmental Science from Wageningen University, and a
Master in Economics and PhD in Environmental Economics from the Australian National
University. She currently works as an Associate Professor at the University of Western
Australia School of Agriculture and Environment. A/Prof Kragt's research focuses on improving
agricultural and natural resource management decisions. Her expertise includes climate
change mitigation and adaptation in agriculture, integrated farm systems modelling, adoption of
sustainable management practices, and economic valuation of non-market impacts. She was
an ARC DECRA Fellow from 2016–2020. Marit also holds roles as PVC (Diversity & Inclusion)
and Director of the Centre for Agricultural Economics and Development at the University of
Western Australia.

Dr Syezlin Hasan

Dr Syezlin Hasan is a Research Fellow at the Australian Rivers Institute, Griffith University. She is an economist with
research, consulting and teaching experience in topics relating to environmental economics. Syezlin’s research is
interdisciplinary, bridging scientific research findings to policy via economic analyses. She works collaboratively with
members of her research team across a wide range of topics including, but not limited to, climate change adaptation in
the Pacific, conversion of agricultural land to alternative uses to improve water quality in the Great Barrier Reef, and the
newly evolving field of ecosystem accounting under the United Nations Statistical Commission’s System of
Environmental Economic Accounting – Ecosystem Accounting.
 

Claire Ibrahim

Claire Ibrahim is a Director in Deloitte Access Economics’ economic analysis and public policy
team with expertise in microeconomic analysis, economic scenario modelling and public policy
reform agendas. Prior to joining Deloitte, Claire worked in the Queensland public sector
focusing on economic and fiscal policy development. Claire is passionate about using
economics to answer how structural change impacts society – leading projects across
governments, the private sector and Australia’s major institutions. Claire’s recent research
looks at the economic impacts of different climate change scenarios, and policy responses to
them, on Australia, as well as in Asia Pacific, Europe and in the United States.
 

Kim Mundy (Facilitator)
Kim is a senior currency strategist and international economist in the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s international economics team.  In
this role she is involved in monitoring and forecasting trends in
Australian and foreign economies and drawing implications for
central bank’s policy interest rates and currencies.  The international
economics team also closely monitors ESG developments and their
implications for financial markets. Kim works in the Institutional
Banking & Markets division of the Commonwealth Bank.  This
division is responsible for managing the Group’s relationships with
major corporate, institutional and government clients and providing a
full range of capital raising, transactional and risk management
products and services.

 

Registration and Joining this Event / Webinar
To register please book online below. The link to join this webinar will be included in your auto-generated invoice email - please look out for this
and keep it safe until the webinar is due to be broadcast. Note, these emails sometimes get caught in spam folders. 
 
 

ONLINE & IN PERSON 5th Annual Australian Gender Economics Workshop (AGEW 2022)

 

  View in your browser

 
 
  

Dear friend,
 
We are delighted to invite you to the 5th annual Australian Gender Economics Workshop
(AGEW2022), hosted by the Australian National University (ANU) and the Women in
Economics Network (WEN). 
 
The workshop will be held in a hybrid, virtual and in-person format, at the Crawford School
of Public Policy, at the ANU on the 10 – 11 February 2022. 
 
Submissions are currently open and will close on Sunday 31 October 2021 (see further
details on the Call for Papers below).
 
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
 
We are also pleased to announce that the workshop will feature keynote speeches from two
distinguished academics, Professor Guyonne Kalb (University of Melbourne) and Professor
Núria Rodríguez-Planas (City University of New York).
 

 Guyonne Kalb is a Professorial Fellow in the Melbourne
Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research at the
University of Melbourne. She has a PhD in Econometrics from
Monash University. She is a Chief Investigator in the ARC
Centre of Excellence for Children and Families over the Life
Course, a Research Fellow at the Institute of Labor Economics
(IZA), associate editor for Fiscal Studies and co-editor for The
Economic Record. 

Her research interests are mainly in the field of applied micro-economics and include labour
supply issues, in particular female labour supply; the interaction of labour supply, social

 

 

  

http://esacentral.org.au/index.php?action=campaign%26campaignid=35783
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https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/profile/6582-guyonne-kalb
https://sites.google.com/site/nuriarodriguezplanas/


security and taxation; labour supply and family policies; and the impact of childcare/parental
activities on child development and health. She has numerous publications in national and
international journals, such as Journal of Human Resources, Journal of Health Economics,
Health Economics, Feminist Economics, Review of Economics of the Household,
Economics of Education Review, Fiscal Studies and Economic Record. 
 
In addition, she has been involved in several research projects providing evidence for policy
makers, including a number of evaluation studies, such as the evaluation of the Paid
Parental Leave scheme and the evaluation of the Try, Test and Learn Fund for the
Department of Social Services. She is currently leading the evaluation of the Future
Directions strategy, a large social housing policy reform in New South Wales, for the NSW
Department of Communities and Justice. 
 

 Núria Rodríguez-Planas is Professor of Economics at CUNY,
Queens College, Doctoral Faculty at The Graduate Center at
CUNY, and Research Scholar at Barnard College at Columbia
University. She is also the managing editor of the IZA Journal of
Labor Policy.  Prior to moving to New York, she was Research
Fellow at IZA in Bonn, Visiting Professor at the Universitat
Pompeu Fabra, Assistant Professor at the Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona, among others. She has also held positions in
Washington DC as an Economist at Mathematica Policy
Research, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, and the Brookings Institution. She received her Ph.D. in
Economics in 1999 from Boston University.

 
Her major research interest has included evaluating the effectiveness of educational
programs covering early childhood interventions; mentoring, education services, and
financial rewards; vocational training; continuing education; and small business assistance
programs, using a wide range of quantitative methods. A second major line of research
focuses on showing that gender differences in cognitive development and engagement in
risky behaviors are socially constructed. Finally, she has also addressed pressing public
well-being policy issues, especially for low-income and disadvantaged individuals related to
employment. 

According to RePEC, as of May 2021, Professor Rodríguez-Planas is ranked in the top 2%
of all economists in the last 10 years, the top 3% of all women economists, and the top 1%
of all women economists of the last 10 years. She is also ranked in the top 10% of all
economists in the sub-field of gender economics. She has received grants from the Russell
Sage Foundation, The Carnegie Corporation of New York, BBVA, IZA, PSC-CUNY, Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation, European Commission, DG Employment, Social Affairs, and Equal
Opportunities, among others. She has published in the American Economic Review,
American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, Journal of Human Resources, Journal of
Public Economics, and Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, among other
journals. Much of her work has been written about in The Wilson Quarterly, The New York
Times, El País, El Economista, and La Vanguardia, among others.
 
CALL FOR PAPERS
 
AGEW invites the submission of research papers from both junior and senior researchers
on any topic related to gender economics. Both applied and theoretical papers that meet
high standards of methodological rigour are invited. Papers should apply an economic
framework and gender should be a core element of the analysis. Papers should also
demonstrate real world relevance and applicability to addressing issues of social or
economic concern.

Submissions are currently open and will close on Sunday 31 October 2021.

To accommodate continued uncertainties resulting from the global pandemic, the entire
workshop will be accessible virtually and in-person. For this reason, the workshop
welcomes submissions from domestic and international authors, irrespective of their
ability to travel to Canberra.

Full papers or extended abstracts (min. 1500 words) can be submitted to the AGEW2022
Scientific Committee, here. 

We invite papers on the following themes and beyond:
 

COVID-19 and its implications for gender equality
Behavioural and experimental insights
Gender norms
Labour and workplace organisation
Labour market participation
Education and human capital
Mental and physical health
Conflict and domestic violence
Household and interpersonal dynamics
Macroeconomics and economic growth Economic development
Poverty, inequality and disadvantage
Housing, superannuation and retirement
Tax and transfer policies
Parental leave and childcare policies
Evaluation of policy interventions

 
Presenters of any gender are welcome to the workshop. Gender economics does not
necessarily entail an exclusive focus on women or exclusively on binary classifications of
gender.

Please check out the workshop website for more information or feel free to contact the
organising committee if you have additional questions at: agew2022@anu.edu.au  
 
Kristen Sobeck (Chair) 
On behalf of the AGEW2022 Organising Committee
agew2022@anu.edu.au
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of Australia Send a Message

 
 

 

This email was sent to you as a result of your membership subscription with Economic Society of
Australia. Please add us to your contacts to ensure the newsletters land in your inbox.

 

 
The Economic Society of Australia Incorporated. ABN: 88 499 826 758

If you no longer wish to receive messages from the ESA,
 

 
 
 

Please also keep an eye out for webinar events from other ESA Branches. The Central Council Upcoming Events page has further information.

 
Partner Events

ABARES Perspectives - Behind the scenes: people, policy & applied economics

We invite you to ABARES Perspectives, an informative series of free online webinars on key industry assessments, market outlooks and behind
the scenes insights to how ABARES works. 
Come and meet four ABARES economists as they explain how their research and analysis drives better decisions for Australia's farms and natural
resource sectors. 
Hear Stephanie Black, Neal Hughes, Dale Ashton and Fred Litchfield explain how they work with government and industry to design and conduct
research, which combines data analysis with economics to influence policy and outcomes for Australian agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors.
Register for the seminar, ask questions and network with industry professionals.
 

 
 

MEET OUR ECONOMISTS

 
 

 

Stephanie Black (webinar MC) is the Program Lead for the Natural Resource Economics section. She has 15 years’ experience working across the
public and private sectors providing economic analysis and advice.
 
Dr Neal Hughes - Senior Economist, will discuss the findings of his recent research on the impacts of drought and climate change on Australian
farms, outlining how ABARES combines rich data sets, with economic thinking and modern analysis methods to generate new policy insights.
Dale Ashton - Senior Economist and Director of the Farm Analysis program will provide insight into how ABARES runs national farm survey
programs, including the recent Natural resource management and drought resilience survey. Dale will discuss how we design and implement
surveys, and communicate the findings while closely engaging with the agricultural sector.
Fred Litchfield - Economist, will walk us through recent work on agricultural labour issues, which have become a hot topic particularly due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This work has included changing the way that we present our data analysis, moving into the space of interactive
dashboards to support evidence based policy.
 Our panellists will be ready to answer your questions and continue the discussion. Have questions already? Email us to kick-start the discussion. 

 
 

ABOUT ABARES

The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES) is the research arm of the Australian Government
Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (DAWE). Our mission is:
To provide robust and objective, data, research, analysis, and advice that informs government policy and private decisions affecting Australia’s
agriculture, fisheries and forestry, and water resources.
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To achieve this, we have assembled a rare concentration of scientific and economic expertise in government. The majority of ABARES staff –
including those in senior executive roles – are trained economists and scientists. We provide analysis and advice to our colleagues in the
department and to other stakeholders on issues ranging from management of Australia’s forestry and fisheries resources, water markets in the
Murray-Darling Basin, to farm performance, productivity, and agricultural production and trade. ABARES is also a leading agency in providing
training in applied economics and science to graduates, leveraging more than 70 years of accumulated corporate knowledge. Find out more at
ABARES website.
 
 Contact Us
ABARES Events Team: email conferences@awe.gov.au or phone 02 6272 2303 or 02 6272 2260.
Let's keep in touch!
ABARES is the home of the national Outlook conference, Regional Outlook conferences, Science and Innovation Awards grants and ABARES
Perspective webinars. To stay up to date with our events, click here to subscribe.
 

 
 

AARES 2022 Conference: Resilience in a time of uncertainty

The AARES 2022 conference is being organised by the AARES New England Branch in an online format. We have an impressive array of Keynote
Speakers dealing with topical and important issues related to the theme of the conference. Our focus will be on providing the best online
experience possible, with opportunities to mingle and interact with other participants. 
For more information and to register: www.aares2022.org.au

WEAI Conference 2022

We just got back from a site visit to Portland and are happy to report that it's the same Portland we know and love, and the Hilton is excited to
welcome WEAI and you in June 2022!

Plan to Join Us

97th Annual Conference
June 29 to July 3, 2022 | Portland, Oregon

Present a Paper
Organize a Session
Chair a Session

Whether in-person or virtually, WEAI conferences bring together top economists from around the world to discuss their
latest research. Join the conversation and plan to present a paper or organize a session as we celebrate our 100th anniversary in the place where
it all began. In fact, the first 100 members to register will get their registration fee waived -- a few free registrations are left, so join or renew
during the registration process and enter FIRST100 at checkout.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, TO SUBMIT OR TO REGISTER

Allied Societies Invited to Participate

Whether your group is long-established or part of an emerging specialty, WEAI can help bring your members together and increase your visibility
within the discipline. WEAI conferences regularly include participation by Allied Societies that organize anywhere from just a few sessions to an

entire conference including membership and board meetings. Click below for more information. Questions? email sessions@weai.org. 
LEARN MORE

 
 
 
 
Let us know if you have any economics events you'd like us to share.

 
Reading and Listening
A reminder - you can catch up on ESA Central Council's National Webinar Program here and NSW branch webinars here.

 
Careers and Graduate Opportunities
Advertising an economics position on the ESA website is a good way to get wide exposure for a role.  If you would like to advertise a role on the
website, please contact our administrator for more information.  There is a small fee of $110 inc GST.
 
 

Your membership to ESA NSW Branch is valid until
 
Join us on Social Media 

    

 
Visit Our Website

 
 

 Contact ESA NSW Branch  Send a Message  

 
 

This email was sent to you as a result of your membership subscription with ESA. Please add us
to your contacts to ensure the newsletters land in your inbox.

 

 
The Economic Society of Australia (NSW) Incorporated. ABN: 95 626140 026
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